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BEHIND BINGE READING
Behind the Scenes with Jenny Wheeler

#1 A NEW FEATURE?
Introducing ENCORE....What Do You Think?
I get frequent approaches from authors I have interviewed about their new releases –
some of them really exciting books. And I have been wondering for some time if I should
start a new feature – maybe titled Encore – shortish – say 10 to 15 minute interviews,
focused on new releases by authors who have already been on Joy Of Binge Reading. I am
weighing up the pros and cons of doing this… there would be costs in time and dollars
(less writing time) but is there a demand for it? Let me know.. would you be interested?

SOME POSSIBLE BOOKS
Some books lined up that would be first candidates:

The Collector's Daughter
by Gill Paul.
Lady Evelyn Herbert, the
woman who took the very
first step into the tomb of
Pharaoh Tutankhamun, and
who lived in the real Downton
Abbey, Highclere Castle,
and the long after-effects of
the Curse of Pharaohs.

Beautiful Little Fools
by Jillian Cantor.
The Great Gatsby women
take center stage in this
powerful re-imagining of a
timeless classic.
Is this something you would
listen to? Something you
would recommend to
others? Let me know...

The Leonard Girls (The
Restless Years #3)
by Deborah Challinor.
In 1969, at the height of the
Vietnam War, and Nurse
Rowie Leonard is serving a
12-month tour of duty. Her
sister Jo's a protester. And
they're both in Vietnam

The Collector's Daughter

Beautiful Little Fools

The Leonard Girls
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#2 COMING IN MAY
Ella Carey: The Girl From Paris
Paris, 1918. The end of war is in sight, and young seamstress Vianne
Mercier is longing for the day when she can stop sewing military
uniforms and start creating the beautiful dresses that she has been
dreaming up in her head.

The Girl From Paris

But just when it seems like peace is within reach, Vianne’s mother and
sister are killed in a terrible air raid.
With nothing left for her in Paris but sad memories, the young
seamstress sails for New York and throws herself into her new life—
spending her days sewing dresses for wealthy Upper East Side women.
But the truth of what happened in the bomb blast that killed her sister
won't be silenced.

Stephanie Laurens: Foes, Friends and Lovers
Best selling romance from one of the best in the business - A Cynster
Next Generation love story.
A gentleman searching for a purpose in life sets out to claim his legacy,
only to discover that instead of the country residence he’d expected,
he’s inherited an eccentric community whose enterprises are
overseen by a decidedly determined young lady who is disinclined to
hand over the reins.
Foes, Friends and Lovers
Lynn Hightower: The Enlightenment Project.
The Exorcist for 2022. Cutting-edge science meets demonic
possession: a long-awaited new supernatural thriller.
Noah Archer is a renowned neurosurgeon, with an
impressive success record, and a dark secret from childhood.
Demonic possession is now a recognized psychiatric
condition, and the number of exorcist priests in the US has
quadrupled in the last decade. As well as being a thrilling
read, The Enlightenment Project is an intelligent and
fascinating view into the complex worlds of both the medical
and the supernatural.
The Enlightenment Project

"A spooky, suspenseful masterpiece.
Super-recommended!" - LEE CHILD,
#1 international bestselling author of the Jack Reacher thrillers
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#3 WATCHING
What I'm Watching: Bridgerton, Season 2
Julia Quinn's addictive Regency romp.
Pieces of Her - A thriller adapted from a
novel by master of crime Karin Slaughter
Bridgerton Trailer
Bridgerton Series 2 - Anthony seeks a wife

USA TODAY REVIEW OF NEW SEASON
Simmering secrets. Guffaw-worthy gossip.
Riveting romance.
That's right: "Bridgerton" is back for Season
2 (albeit without Regé-Jean Page) and ready
to whisk you away to 19th century Regency
era England once more – with the voice of
Lady Whistledown (Julie Andrews)
narrating the way.

'Mirroring Julia Quinn's second book in
the series, The Viscount Who Loved me,
Season 2 focuses on eldest Bridgerton
sibling Anthony (Jonathan Bailey) and his
quest for a wife.
"The main narrative arc of this season
is this question of head versus heart, or
duty versus love, and which one wins,"
says creator Chris Van Dusen.

WATCH OUT FOR:
Pieces of Her Trailer

Toni Collette and Bella Heathcote

Pieces of Her:
Starring Toni Collette and Bella Heathcote
as a mother and daughter whose lives
begin to unravel after being caught in a
deadly mass shooting, this nail-biting
thriller based on a best-selling novel by
Karin Slaughter has all the makings of a
thrilling binge-watch.

Mother. Hero. Liar. Killer?
How can you tell, when all you have is
Pieces of Her?
Andrea Cooper knows everything about
her mother Laura. She’s knows she’s
spent her whole life in the small
beachside town of Belle Isle; she knows
she’s never wanted anything more than to
live a quiet life as a pillar of the
community. Because we all know our
mothers, don’t we?
But all that changes when a Saturday
afternoon trip to the mall explodes into
violence and Andrea suddenly sees a
completely different side to Laura and
nothing will ever be the same again.
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Karin Slaughter

The original book on which the
TV show is based.

Julia Quinn book

Karin Slaughter novel

On Vogue's list of "most anticipated"
shows 2022

#4 LISTENING TO:

Siegfried and Roy with friend

Vogue List

Wild Things: Siegfried and Roy. An Apple
original podcast: The story of the Las
Vegas magicians Siegfried and Roy:
Another of those stories that proves that
fact is often stranger than fiction: I saw
the Seigfried and Roy show sometime in
the 1990s and was amazed - like everyone
else - by it's exotic magic. So I was equally
shocked when Roy was attacked by
Montecore, one of their tigers - and the
show closed permanently at that
moment.

Listening on Audible:
Deadly Fashion by Katy Parker.
Book 7 in an eight-book "Deadly" World War II series which
looks great fun - one of them set in Bletchley Park.
September, 1938. Olivia Denis wins a plum assignment from
her newspaper covering a glamorous French fashion designer
providing frocks for Britain’s elite. But while there, she trips
over the body of a German anti-Nazi resistance leader.
Critics say: "If you are a fan of Jacqueline Winspear,
Susan Elia MacNeal, or Rhys Bowen, you are going to love
Kate Parker's Deadly series." Goodreads review.
Might be a possible podcast guest.
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Over the course of nearly half a
century, Siegfried & Roy performed
30,000 shows for 50 million people and
generated well over $1 billion in ticket
sales.
Although the German-born illusionists
and pop culture icons were megafamous, much about their private lives,
eccentric public personae, and tragic
final show remained shrouded in
mystery…until now.
Emmy®-winning filmmaker and
journalist Steven Leckart, in his very
first podcast, takes you behind the
velvet curtain to reveal shocking
moments, surprising details, and
hidden truths about two men who were
lionized by millions of fans, lampooned
by the media, criticized by animal
welfare advocates, and endlessly
scrutinized by the public.

Wild Things Podcast
Siegfried and Roy on Youtube

#5 INSPIRING:
Inspiring leadership from an Aussie gal in the US

So much dark stuff is going on in the world at the
moment - and I appreciate this is not the place to get
political - but when I was considering what has inspired
me most over the last few weeks I couldn't go past
Christian leader Christine Caine's example in bringing
hope in two critical areas:
1. Emotional health - and the post-pandemic wave of
anxiety so many people are experiencing around the
world- and the answers she offers in her book
Unexpected.
2. The war - and resulting pain and suffering in the
Ukraine - and her links to Polish church network Zoe
Ministries providing practical aid to bombed out
families.
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A Christin Caine
- a light in the darkness

Christine has had a long personal career in Christian ministry - especially in the
anti trafficking group A21 - and that's a whole other story - but right now she's
offering answers to desperate needs - at home and abroad.
Zoe has already sent a truck load of aid into the destruction - and its easy and
simple to give. (see link below)
And is you are experiencing anxiety in an uncertain world - check out Unexpected.
You may find the answers you're looking for.

Zoe Church - Ukraine Aid thru Chris
Caine organisation

Christine Caine book - Unexpected
Christine Caine on Living Life as a
Faith Adventure - Podcast

